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Direct-drive implosions on the OMEGA laser@T. R. Boehly, D. L. Brown, R. S. Craxtonet al., Opt.
Commun.133, 495 ~1997!# have been diagnosed using a wide range of techniques based on
neutrons, charged particles, and x rays. These implosions use full single-beam smoothing
~distributed phase plates, 1-THz-bandwidth smoothing by spectral dispersion and polarization
smoothing!. The beam-to-beam power imbalance is<5%. Fuel areal densities close to those in
one-dimensional~1-D! simulations are inferred for implosions with calculated convergence ratios
;15. The experimental neutron yields are;35% of 1-D yields. The complementary nature of the
experimental observables is exploited to infer fuel shell mix in these implosions. Data suggest that
this mix occurs at relatively small scales. Analysis of the experimental observables results in a
picture of the core and mix region indicating that nearly 70% of the compressed fuel areal density
is unmixed, and about 20% of the compressed shell areal density is in the mixed region.
Comparisons of this model with inferred core conditions from argon-doped implosions are also
presented. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1459452#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the direct-drive approach to inertial confinement f
sion ~ICF!,1 a spherical target is illuminated directly with
number of individual laser beams. Degradation in target p
formance occurs primarily through the Rayleigh-Taylor~RT!
instability,2,3 which is seeded by laser nonuniformity and ta
get imperfections. An ICF target is RT unstable during bo
the acceleration and deceleration phases of an implosion4–6

Laser nonuniformity can result in secular growth for low
order modes~l<10, seeded primarily from beam-to-bea
power imbalance and beam mispointing! and RT growth at
the ablation surface for the imprinted higher-order mod
~seeded by single beam nonuniformities! during the accelera
tion phase.4–6 Techniques to smooth laser irradiation on t
target, such as smoothing by spectral dispersion~SSD!,7 dis-
tributed phase plates,8 and polarization smoothing~PS!9 are
employed to reduce the seeds for this instability.10 In addi-
tion to laser nonuniformities, target imperfections at the
ner surface of the shell feed out to the ablation surface
add to the existing outer surface nonuniformities. Under
treme conditions, the width of the nonuniformity at the a
lation surface can become comparable to the in-flight s

a!Paper QI2 4, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc.46, 249 ~2001!.
b!Invited speaker. Electronic mail: radha@lle.rochester.edu
c!Also at the Departments of Mechanical Engineering and Physics and
tronomy.
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thickness, potentially resulting in shell breakup and comp
mising target performance. During the deceleration pha
the rear surface of the cold, high-density shell is RT unsta
Any pre-existing roughness on the inner surface and per
bations that feed through from the ablation surface gr
resulting in a mixing of the hot fuel and the cold shell. Th
mixing can decrease compression through the lateral m
flow induced by the instability and quench fusion yields.

Fuel shell mixing can be a combination of low-ord
~long-wavelength! mode deformations and higher-ord
~small-scale! distortions. Since higher-order modes ha
higher RT growth rates~g;Ak, whereg is the growth rate
and k is the wavenumber! than low-order modes, thes
modes will saturate, entering the nonlinear regime soo
and potentially becoming turbulent. This turbulence cou
lead to small-scale fuel shell mixing.

Neutron, charged particle, and x-ray diagnostics ha
been used on the OMEGA11 laser system to infer core con
ditions on gas-filled-plastic-shell direct-drive implosions
radiated by a 1 nssquare pulse. Plastic shells are chos
because they offer a wide array of complementary implos
diagnostics. Further, when driven by a 1 nssquare pulse, the
20 mm thick plastic shell targets have similar stability durin
the acceleration phase to those predicted for OMEGAa53
cryogenic implosions, wherea is the adiabat of the main fue
layer.10,12The OMEGA cryogenic targets are in turn, energ
scaled surrogates for direct-drive ignition targets.12–14 One

s-
8 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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measure of shell stability is the ratio of the ablation surfa
mix-widths to the in-flight shell thickness. This ratio
shown in Fig. 1 for the OMEGAa53 cryogenic target and
a gas-filled 20mm plastic-shell target irradiated with a 1 ns
square pulse with the full beam smoothing currently e
ployed on OMEGA~2-D SSD with 1 THz bandwidth7 and
PS using birefringent wedges9!. Figure 1 is an updated ver
sion of the figure presented in Ref. 10. The in-flight sh
thickness is based on a one-dimensional~1-D! hydrodynamic
simulation usingLILAC .15 The mix-thickness is calculated us
ing a Rayleigh–Taylor post-processor~RTPOST!.16 The non-
linear effect of the saturation on mode growth is mode
using the prescription of Haan.17 The figure indicates tha
this ratio is very similar for the two implosions indicatin
similar acceleration phase characteristics.

The instability analysis is also applied to the decelerat
phase and indicates that relatively small-scale mixing occ
in these implosions. This is shown in Fig. 2. Figure 2~a!
shows the pressure and density profiles from a 1-D sim
tion of the gas-filled 20mm plastic-shell target, irradiate
with a 1 nssquare pulse, at peak neutron production.
growth occurs when the pressure and density gradients
pose each other. The most RT-unstable region occurs w
the steepest gradients of the pressure and density profile
cur. However, the experimental signatures of mix occur

FIG. 1. Ratio of the calculated mix-widths to the in-flight shell thickness
~a! a 20mm thick plastic shell driven with a 1 ns square pulse with 1 T
SSD and polarization smoothing~PS!; ~b! for the a53 OMEGA cryogenic
target, also with 1 THz SSD and PS.
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the fuel shell interface, which is located 5mm from the most
unstable region located at the inner surface of the shell.
post-processor calculates the feed through of the abla
surface nonuniformities during the acceleration phase to
inner surface of the shell@identified in Fig. 2~a!#, which
grows during the deceleration phase, yielding the final mo
spectrum shown in Fig. 2~b!. The cumulative amplitude o
the rear-surface nonuniformity above specificl-modes is
shown; this amplitude is greater than the distance betw
the rear-surface in the calculation and the fuel shell interf
~;5 mm!. This theoretical analysis indicates that relative
small-scale (l>15) fuel shell mixing occurs during decelera
tion in these implosions.

In this paper, we describe a consistent picture of
compressed core and mix based on experiments describ
Ref. 10. Arguments for fine-scale mixing are also presen
here. The complementary nature of the neutron and cha
particle diagnostics and the excellent reproducibility of t
OMEGA laser are used to estimate the amount of mixi
Emissivity-averaged core electron density and tempera
are compared with the values inferred from x-r
diagnostics.18

In Sec. II the targets and laser conditions used to dr
these implosions, and the observables are described;
dependence of the diagnostics is presented in Sec. III; in
ence of mix in Sec. IV; and conclusions in Sec. V.

II. TARGETS, LASER CONDITIONS, AND
DIAGNOSTICS

The implosions on OMEGA are driven with a 1 ns
square pulse with 23 kJ energy. Full-beam smoothing—2
smoothing by spectral dispersion with 1 THz bandwidth7 and
polarization smoothing using birefringent wedges9—is em-
ployed to irradiate the targets. Target-shell thickness is k
nominally identical at 19.761 mm with a fill pressure of 15
atm. The calculated convergence ratio~CR!, which is defined
as the ratio of the initial radius of the fuel shell interface
the fuel shell radius at stagnation in aLILAC simulation, is
about 15 for this fill pressure. The makeup of the fill gas a
details of the shell layers are varied so that complemen
diagnostics with differing mix-sensitivities can be applied
each of the fill pressures. The targets comprise plastic~CH!
f
d

a
-

r
e

.

n
-

FIG. 2. ~a! During shell deceleration,
the inner surface of the shell is
Rayleigh–Taylor unstable because o
the opposite gradients of pressure an
density. Shown are the profiles from
1-D simulation at peak neutron pro
duction for a 20mm thick plastic shell
with 15 atm of gas.~b! Post-processed
cumulative bubble amplitudes fo
modes greater than the mode on th
horizontal axis for the simulation in
~a! shown at peak neutron production
The amplitude of the perturbation is
greater than the separation betwee
the fuel shell interface and the un
stable interface in the calculation.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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TABLE I. The model reproduces many experimental observables with approximately 20% of the compressed shell areal density and 30% of the c
fuel areal density in the mixed region. An overall burn width of 160 ps is used to obtain yields.

Fill Shell Parameter Measurement 1-D simulation Model

DT CH FuelrR ~mg/cm2! 1563 17 15
D2 CH Max: Neutron rate (1020/s) 962 48.5 10.1

D2 neutron yield (Y1n) (1011) 1.560.3 4.6 1.76
Tion ~keV! 3.760.5 3.1 3.3
Y2n /Y1n(1023) 2.160.4 1.75 1.8
Y2p /Y1n(1023) 1.860.3 1.9 1.8

3He CD1CH Tion ~keV! 1.760.5 1.3 1.9
D3He proton yield (107) 1.060.2 ;0.003a 1.0
D2 neutron yield (108) 4.561.5 5.4 6.1

aAssumes3He is initially isobarically diffused throughout the target in the simulation.
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shells filled with deuterium (D2), deuterium–tritium~DT!,
or argon~Ar!-doped deuterium,18 and CH shells with embed
ded deuterated-plastic~CD! layers filled with3He.

The diagnostic measurements for D2 targets include pri-
mary fusion neutrons, neutron production rates,19 ion
temperature,20,21 and secondary neutron22 and proton
yields;23 observables from DT targets include yields a
spectra of elastically scattered~‘‘knock-on’’ ! deuterons;24 the
Ar K-shell line emissions from Ar-doped implosions provid
a time-resolved diagnostic of emissivity-averaged core e
tron temperature and density;18 and 3He-filled targets yield
primary D3He protons.25

The application of diverse diagnostics across differ
implosions toward inferring one set of conditions is possi
due to the excellent reproducibility of the OMEGA laser10

One measure of this reproducibility is the ratio of the expe
mental yield to the 1-D simulated yield~yield-over-clean or
YOC!. The mean and standard deviation of this quantity
the CR ;15 targets reported in this paper, obtained o
more than 20 different implosions on OMEGA over a on
year period, is (3565)%. Thesmall value of the standar
deviation indicates the excellent reproducibility of targ
conditions in different implosions.

III. MIX SIGNATURES

Mix is indicated by a comparison of measured quantit
with those from 1-DLILAC simulations that do not include
the effects of mix. Table I shows experimental observab
and results from the corresponding no-mix~‘‘clean’’ ! 1-D
simulations. The core properties are categorized accordin
the target gas-fill type and shell constituents and are con
ered further in the following discussion.

The fuel-areal density is inferred using knock-on deut
ons from DT-filled targets.26 Since these particles are pro
duced by the elastic scattering of the 14-MeV DT neutro
off the background fuel ions, this measurement is insensi
to the location of the fuel and therefore to mix. The mi
insensitive knock-ons indicate experimental fuel areal de
ties of 15 mg/cm2, nearly 90% of 1-D values.24

Table I also shows that primary DD neutron yields a
about 35% of the 1-D simulation. In the unmixed 1-D sim
lations, most of the neutron yield is produced at a dista
that is about two-thirds of the radius of the fuel–shell int
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face. Therefore, a small amount of mixing can lower te
peratures in this region and dilute the density of the fu
consequently quenching the yield without significantly a
fecting rRf .

Table I shows that the measured value of the second
to primary neutron ratio is marginally higher than in 1-
simulations @(2.160.4)31023 compared to 1.7531023#.
This ratio increases with increasing mix. Secondary neutr
(Y2n) are produced by the following sequence of reaction

D1D→T1p,
~1!

T1D→a1n~12– 17 MeV!.

Tritons from the primary DD reaction cause secondary re
tions with the fuel deuterons as they move through the tar
The ratio of the secondary neutron yield to the primary D
neutron yield (Y2n /Y1n) depends on the compressed fu
areal density (rRf).

27–29 However, the secondary neutro
ratio is also sensitive to the temperature profile, through
slowing down of the triton and the energy-dependent cr
section of the reaction.29 Since the secondary-reaction cro
section increases significantly with decreasing energy of
triton ~Fig. 3!, this diagnostic is particularly sensitive to th
effects of mix; the increased contribution to the electron d
sity from the mixing of the shell material into the fuel en

FIG. 3. The cross section of the secondary neutron reaction increases
increasing stopping of the primary tritons whereas the cross section o
secondary proton reaction decreases significantly with increasing stop
of the primary3He particles.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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2211Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 9, No. 5, May 2002 Inference of mix in direct-drive implosions on OMEGA
hances the slowing down of the triton. Consequently the
tio of the secondary neutron yield to the primary neutr
yield increases with increasing mix.29

To isolate the effect of mix from the effect of the fu
areal density and temperature, a constant density and
perature model is used; any enhancement in the meas
secondary neutron ratio relative to this model is directly
tributable to mix. The density is specified from the know
fuel mass and the experimentally inferred fuel ar
density,24 and the model temperature is the value inferr
from Ar-doped implosions.30 This no-mix model yields a ra
tio of 1.631023 compared to the experimental value of 2
31023; the higher observed value is consistent with mix

The enhancement in the secondary neutron to prim
neutron ratio can, in principle, also occur from a lon
wavelength deformation of the core~due to power imbalance
or beam mispointing!. Tritons produced in the bubbles of th
fuel can traverse the shell-spikes before intersecting the
again. This would result in additional triton slowing and co
sequent sampling of a higher fusion cross section with
background deuterons in the fuel. While this would lead t
higher ratio, preliminary calculations on deforme
compressed-cores using a two-dimensional Monte Carlo
ticle tracking approach indicate that this is a small eff
~,10%!. This is because a small fraction of the total trito
yield occurs in the bubbles and an even smaller fract
passes through the fuel twice~from geometric consider
ations!. This leaves small-scale mix as the most likely exp
nation for the observed enhanced secondary yield.

Secondary protons (Y2p) are produced in an analogou
reaction to that of the secondary neutrons. Here, the sec
main branch of the DD reaction produces primary3He par-
ticles, which in turn fuse with the background deuterons
they traverse the fuel region:

D1D→3He1n,
~2!

3He1D→a1p~12– 17 MeV!.

The secondary proton to primary neutron ratio (Y2p /Y1n)
depends on the fuel areal density and the slowing down
the primary3He particles. However, unlike secondary ne
tron reactions, the cross section of this reaction~Fig. 3! de-
creases significantly with the slowing of the3He particle af-
ter a small initial increase. Consequently, for marginal lev
of mixing, the secondary proton ratio will increase with i
creasing mixing, and for higher levels of mixing this rat
will decrease. Therefore no clear indication of mix is o
tained by comparing the secondary proton ratios with 1
simulation in Table I.

A different measure of mix using secondary particle
tios has been reported in Ref. 29. The ratio of the second
proton yield to the secondary neutron yield has been sh
to have a smaller value with increasing mix. For the imp
sions considered in this paper, this experimental ratio
;0.86 is to be compared with the 1-D simulated ratio;1.1,
again indicating mix.

Direct experimental evidence for mixing has been o
tained from plastic shells with a 1mm CD layer at the fuel-
shell interface. For3He targets with an embedded CD lay
Downloaded 24 Apr 2002 to 198.125.178.39. Redistribution subject to A
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in the plastic, an observable signal of primary D3He protons
can be produced when a significant number of deuter
from the CD layer microscopically mix with the3He in the
fuel. The target fabrication process contaminates the
layer with a small amount of3He and thus produces a bac
ground to the mix-proton signal. To quantify the effect of th
contamination on the proton yield, it is assumed that3He gas
is isobarically diffused throughout the shell. Since3He does
not bind to the plastic molecules in the shell, it is expec
that the isobaric assumption represents an upper limit on
amount of3He. Under these conditions, the initial ratio of
to 3He in the shell is nearly 100:1 resulting in a small yie
(;33104) during the implosion in a 1-D simulation. Th
measured yields@;(160.2)3107# are more than 300 time
higher than the estimated background from 1-D simulatio

The additional observed proton yield can only be o
tained by increasing the proportion of3He relative to deute-
rium in the CD layer via microscopic mixing during the im
plosion. One possible source of this difference between
simulated and observed proton yield could be the differe
in the temperature and density distributions between sim
tion and experiment. For instance, a higher proton sig
would be expected if the 1-D simulation underestimated
correct ion temperatures. However, it is unlikely that th
temperature is significantly in error. The 1-D neutro
averaged ion temperature~1.3 keV! in these implosions~CD
layer with 3He fill! is close to the experimental value of 1
60.5 keV and additionally the 1-D calculated DD-neutro
yield from the CD layer (;5.43108) is also close to the
measured value of;4.53108. This indicates that the densit
and temperature profiles in the simulation are very close
the experimental profiles. Therefore, any additional m
sured protons relative to simulation must result from t
mixing of 3He into the CD layer during the implosion.

It is also to be noted that the measured yield drops s
nificantly when the CD layer is offset from the fuel-she
interface by 1mm @the experimental yield is;(760.1)
3105 compared to;(160.2)3107 for the zero-offset case#.
This, however, does not necessarily indicate that the mi
due to, at most, 1mm of initial shell material mixing into the
fuel. LILAC simulations indicate that the temperature fa
sharply in the shell close to the fuel shell interface. Even
more than 1mm of initial shell material were to mix in, few
additional protons would be produced due to the low te
peratures in the outer region of the core-mix region.

IV. MIX ANALYSIS

A static mix model based only on the neutron and p
ticle diagnostics has been constructed to account for the
perimental observables reported in Sec. III. The model p
sented here is a refined version of the model in Ref. 10. T
model assumes a clean~unmixed! fuel region and a mixed
region consisting of both fuel and shell material~Fig. 4!. The
mass of the fuel is fixed and corresponds to the initial 15 a
of gas fill, while the mass of the shell in the mix region
varied. The density is assumed to be constant in the c
fuel region and to vary linearly in the mixed region.
Gaussian profile is chosen for the temperature. The elec
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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2212 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 9, No. 5, May 2002 Radha et al.
and ion temperatures are assumed to be the same be
their equilibration time at these conditions is estimated to
about 50 ps, a time scale smaller than the measured dur
of neutron production~;170 ps!. The model~Fig. 4! is de-
scribed by six parameters~five free parameters since th
mass of the fuel is known!: the radius of the clean fuel re
gion, the density of the clean region, the radius of the mix
region, the density of the shell material at the outer edge
the mix region, the temperature of the fuel in the clean
gion, and the full width at half-maximum of the temperatu
distribution. The parameters are varied and for each mo
the secondary neutron and proton yield, the neutr
production rates, and the neutron-averaged ion tempera
are calculated using the Monte Carlo particle tracking co
IRIS.31 This is repeated until good agreement with the exp
mental data is obtained. The yields from the3He-filled tar-
gets are calculated using the mix profiles determined ab
and by replacing the D2 or DT fuel with 3He.

The optimal profiles from these parameters are show
Fig. 4 together with the correspondingLILAC simulation pro-
files ~ion temperature and mass density! at peak neutron pro
duction. In this model, approximately 30% of the fuel are
density is in the mixed region. The shell areal density in
mixed region is about 20% of the compressed shell a
density.~The compressed shell areal density is inferred in

FIG. 4. Shown in~a! are temperature profiles and~b! the density profiles
from a mix picture that reproduces data. Also shown are profiles from a
simulation.
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pendently from other diagnostics such as the energy los
the D3He proton from the D3He-filled targets.32! The density
and temperature profiles compare very well with those fr
the clean 1-D simulation at peak neutron production, s
gesting that these implosions are nearly 1-D in their co
pression; a small amount of mixing redistributes mate
near the fuel-shell interface without significantly altering t
hydrodynamics of the implosion.

The yields from the model with the optimal profile a
compared to experimental observables in Table I. Since
model is static, yields are obtained by the multiplication
the rates in this model by an overall burn width. This bu
width ~;160 ps! is in good agreement with the measur
burn width of (170620) ps. With five free parameters, th
model reproduces nine observables accurately. In partic
the agreement between the calculated D3He proton mix-yield
and the experimental yield is improved by more than t
orders of magnitude at this level of mixing.

Finally, a preliminary comparison of the model core co
ditions with Ar measurements is performed. Time-depend
measurements of Ar K-shell line shapes are made by dop
D2-filled targets with a small amount of argon~;0.05% by
atom!.18 This level of Ar doping does not significantly alte
the hydrodynamics of the implosion; the neutron yields, s
ondary neutron ratios, and ion temperatures are simila
undoped targets. Two properties of the optically thin
K-shell line shapes~Heb , Heg , Lyb! are exploited to infer an
emissivity-averaged core electron temperature and dens18

The line shapes depend strongly on density and are relati
insensitive to electron temperature, whereas the relative
tensities of the Ar K-shell lines and their associated satell
are sensitive to variations to electron temperature and d
sity. A value of (1.960.2) keV is inferred for the emissivity-
averaged electron temperature and (2.260.4)31024 cm23 is
inferred for the emissivity-averaged electron density fro
the Ar-doped implosion experiments.30 Both these values are
averaged over the neutron production time in the experim
The inferred conditions occur at a radius of roughly 31mm
in the mix picture. A more detailed comparison, howev
indicates that the corresponding temperature in the mod
lower than the inferred value from the Ar-measurements.
replacing the fuel with Ar-doped D2, the emissivity of the
lines is calculated using the non-Local Thermodynam
Equilibrium ~non-LTE! radiation model of Ref. 33. Thes
emission profiles are used to calculate the emissiv
averaged core electron temperature and density. The elec
densities from the mix picture (;2.731024 cm23) margin-
ally agree with the experiment; however, the calcula
emissivity-averaged temperature~;1.2 keV! is significantly
lower. The Lyb line, which is the dominant line emission fo
these conditions, peaks at the outer edge of the mix reg
The weighted average of these lines peaks at a radiu
approximately 38mm, not 31 mm used above. The stee
temperature gradients in the mix model, consequently, re
in the lower emissivity-averaged temperature. This appa
discrepancy reflects the limitation of the mix-model. A
K-shell spectra are extremely sensitive to electron temp
tures in the range of 1–2 keV and the parameters of the s

D
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mix-model have not been tuned to incorporate constra
placed by the Ar measurements.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A detailed analysis of the core and mix region of C
;15 direct-drive implosions has been performed based o
complementary set of neutron and charged particle diag
tics obtained on OMEGA. Data suggest that mixing on sm
scales occurs in the experiments. A single set of tempera
density, and material distribution profiles has been infer
across different implosions because of the excellent re
ducibility of the OMEGA laser. This static model of the co
provides good agreement with the suite of neutron and
ticle diagnostics. Approximately 30% of the compressed f
areal density and 20% of the compressed shell areal de
in these implosions is in the mixed region. The density a
temperature profiles of the core and the mix region obtai
from this model are close to those from no-mix 1-D simu
tions, suggesting that the mixing in these implosions d
not significantly alter the 1-D, unmixed hydrodynamics
the implosion. However, only marginal agreement is o
tained with these profiles for the conditions inferred fro
x-ray diagnostics. Rayleigh–Taylor growth from laser im
print and feed through of ablation-surface nonuniformities
one possible source of the inferred small scales. Multidim
sional simulations are currently underway to understand
quantify these sources of nonuniformities. A time-depend
mix model34 is also being developed to further understa
the effect of mix on neutron, charged particle, and x-r
diagnostics.
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